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agencies ends on 30 June. 
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This Social Monitoring Report on Involuntary Resettlement is a document of the borrower. The 
views expressed herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, 
Management, or staff, and may be preliminary in nature. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation 
of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian 
Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any 
territory or area. 
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1. BACKGROUND

1. Asian Development Bank (ADB) has approved financial support to the Government of

Pakistan (GOP) under Pak Loan 3134 for implementing the National Highway Network

Development in Baluchistan Project. Under the Project roads sections i.e. Zhob-Mughal Kot

Section of N-50 is being constructed. Resettlement Plan was prepared at time of processing of

the loan. Accordingly, the RP was updated for Zhob-Mughal Kot Section of N-50.

2. The Major portion of the Project road N-50 is located in the Baluchistan Province with a

small portion in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Province. The project’ road section starts outside the city

premises of Zhob District in Baluchistan and terminates at the Mughal Kot in Khyber

Pakhtunkhwa, measuring the estimated 81 km in length out of which 72 km locates in Districts

Zhob and Shirani of Baluchistan province and remaining 9 km falls in the uninhabited steep hilly

region of federally administered tribal area in District Dera Ismail Khan in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

(KPK) province. It is the shortest route connecting Islamabad and Northern areas with the

provincial headquarters of Baluchistan Province.

3. The Zhob-Mughal Kot section of N-50 was a single lane carriageway (3.65 meter wide).

Civil works under the project included, widening, improvement and upgradation of the road with

ancillary infrastructures, including construction of bridges, box and pipe culverts according to the

design. The Project envisaged improvement of this road section into a 7.3 meter wide two lane

carriage way plus 2.5 meters shoulders with 0.5 m rounding on each side to accommodate the

heavy traffic plying on the N-50.

4. The project aimed to provide an improved basic infrastructure with international standards

to help improved inter provincial connectivity; improvement in living standards of en-route

inhabitants of the area; and safe and speedy road network to reduce transportation time and

costs. The improvement of this road section also to provide an improved and shortest route

between northern areas of Pakistan and the Baluchistan Province for increased trade through

this corridor to and forth from Gwadar port in Baluchistan.

5. The project is viewed as boosting economic growth and poverty reduction which will bring

substantial social and economic development in the project area. The social benefits arising due

to the project will be triggered off due to improved accessibility to various services such as easy

access to markets, health facilities, schools, workplace, etc. which in turn increases the income

of the locals, and ultimately elevating their standard of living.

6. Social Monitoring Semi-Annual Report (N-50) July-December 2019 has been submitted

to ADB. The same is cleared by ADB. However, ADB required Social Monitoring Semi-annual

report for the period January-June 2020 with a focus on construction of Community Facilitation

Centers (CFCs). This Semi-annual social monitoring report provides the updated status of

construction of CFCs.

2. PROGRESS UPDATE

7. The civil work of “Widening and Improvement Project of N–50 Road from Zhob-Mughal

Kot Section (81 Km.)” was completed and the road was opened for the traffic as reported in the
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Social Monitoring Semi-Annual Report for the period July-December 2019. Some left over punch-

list works consisting of road marking and the ancillary works were substantially completed till

December 2020. These works are completed in all respects in this reporting Semi-annual period.

8. Resettlement Plan for the road projects was approved by ADB. Executing Agency has

carried out social monitoring on the implementation of Resettlement Plan (RP) in line with ADB’s

Safeguards Policy Statement (SPS) 2009. This RP stands fully implemented as per Social

Monitoring Semi-Annual Report of the period July-December 2019. Social monitoring focused on

assessment of resettlement impacts, compensation payment to Displaced Persons (DPs) for their

lost assets and measures applied to minimize impacts on the livelihood of DPs. Social team

collected quantitative and qualitative data through informal and formal consultation/interviews

with DPs and other stakeholders. Monthly, quarterly and semi-annual monitoring reports were

prepared submitted and cleared by ADB.

9. Civil works of N-50 has been completed in its entirety and no civil work is left. RP is fully

implemented. Grievance Redress Mechanism has also been implemented in true letter and spirit.

Hence project stands completed in all respects. The construction of Community Facilitation

Centers (CFCs) is in approval and bidding process. The progress update on CFCs

implementation is given in section 3 below.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNITY FACILITATION CENTERS

10. N-50 passes through extremely remote areas where there are very few local markets,

hospitals and other necessary facilities for people residing in project area. Establishment of

Community Facilitations Centers (CFCs) was hence envisaged for use of commuters and local

community. It is a great initiative by the government for the locals to uplift their living standards.

Generally people of remote areas are always deprived of basic needs pertaining to their

healthcare, education, livestock and other day to day requirements. These centers will provide

focal points to the local residents to facilitate them with provision of free excess for the marketing

of their agriculture produce (crops, fruits, and vegetables) and other products. These centers will

benefit women in economic empowerment as they may sell their handicrafts on reasonable prices

in these centers and even in nearby towns and cities. It was planned to provide basic health units

in these centers to provide medical facilities for local residents and especially for women. This

facility will also be beneficial for the road travelers. On the whole these centers will benefit local

population in multiple ways in addressing their daily issues and meeting out economic needs.

11. It was observed during the previous semi-annual period that a very good coordination and

liaison with District Administration and other key stakeholders has been achieved in finalization

of the details of the Community Facilitation Centers (CFCs) on N-50. In this regard numbers of

meetings were held with District Government/Administration and other key stakeholders. General

Manager N-50 and Project Director N-50 have extended great support in achieving this

coordination. As a result District Administration provided free of cost land for construction of three

Community Facilitation Centers at Zhob-Mughal Kot Section.

12. Executing Agency planned to construct Community Facilitation Centers (CFCs) at various

reaches of highway with a purpose of provision of marketing, healthcare, education, livestock and

other day to day requirements. The detail designs of three Community Facilitation Centers (CFCs)
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renamed as Road User Facilitation Centers (RUFCs) have been completed by the Supervision

Consultant (SC) and submitted to NHA. SC has also submitted PC-1 and bidding documents for

RUFCs to NHA. The construction of RUFCs will commence after completion of bidding process.

After Completion of RUFCs, these facilities will be handed over to the District Administrative for

repairing & maintenance purpose. District Administration has already designated land for

construction of RUFCs.

13. The construction sites for all the three RUFCs are selected. The land on the selected sites

is designated by local administration and handed over to NHA for construction of three RUFCs.

This land is free from all encumbrances. There is no need of mutation of this land in the name of

NHA as the NHA after completion of construction will hand over these three RUFCs to local

administration for operation as well as for repair and maintenance. ADB’s Safeguard Policy

Statement (SPS) 2009 does not trigger here as the land for RUFCs is a state land belonging to

government and no involuntary resettlement impacts are observed on this land. This land will be

utilized for construction of RUFCs and in future will benefit local people in generating economic

activities for enhancing their incomes.

14. The detail designs and PC-1 (with the cost of Rs. 260.088 million) of three RUFCs

submitted to NHA which is under process of approval. As per information sought from NHA

regarding status of approval of PC-1, the PC-1 is under review in Planning Section of NHA. After

approval of PC-1, procurement process will commence which would be completed in six month

time. The construction of these centers hence likely to commence early next year. The

construction will be completed in one year after award of work. The description and cost estimates

of three RUFCs are reflected below :

DESCRIPTION
SUBMITTED PC–1 COST (MAY, 2020)

(RS. IN MILLION)

3 Nos. RUFC on N–50

RUFC No. 01 at Km. 12+032 (R/S) 86.846

RUFC No. 02 at Km. 38+275 (L/S) 85.869

RUFC No. 03 at Km. 54+700 (R/S) 87.373

GRAND TOTAL COST 260.088

4. CONCLUSION

15. RP implementation is completed in the field with all compensations paid and livelihood

restoration / support measures implemented, and the issues raised during execution of civil works

are amicably resolved and people are compensated for their unanticipated losses. All the civil

works have also been completed.
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16. Local administration has designated land for construction of 03 RUFCs and handed over

to NHA. This land is state land and free of any encumbrance. ADB’s SPS 2009 does not trigger

here since the land is government owned state land and no involuntary resettlement is involved

on it.

17. After full implementation of RP, social monitoring stands complete. However, construction

and establishment of 03 RUFCs is still a pending activity yet to be completed. NHA is in the

process of PC-1 approval and bidding for construction of 03 RUFCs. It is expected that bidding

process will be completed by the end of current year and construction of 03 RUFCs will complete

in one year time after award of work. NHA will oversee the construction of 03 RUFCs. These

centers will be handed over to District Administration after construction for operationalization with

the responsibility of their repair and maintenance.
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1. BACKGROUND

1. Asian Development Bank (ADB) had approved financial support to the Government of

Pakistan (GOP) under Pak Loan 3134 for implementing the National Highway Network

Development in Baluchistan Project. Under the Project roads sections i.e. Qila Saifullah-Loralai-

Waigum Rud Section (120 Km) N-70 is being constructed. National Highway N-70 is a direct link

between Baluchistan and Punjab provinces. It starts at Qila Saifullah on N-50 and terminates at

Multan on N-5. The total length of N-70 is about 447 km. Out of this total length, approximately

266 km is situated in Baluchistan Province i.e. from Qila Saifullah to Bewata and the remaining

181 km i.e. from Bewata to Multan is situated in Punjab Province.

2. The project, being part of the National Highway N-70, is located in Northern Baluchistan

and it starts from Qila Saifullah on N-50, and terminates at Waigum Rud with a total length of 120

km. For rehabilitation and improvement works the project road has been further divided into two

sections: one is from RD 0+000 to RD 67+900 (before entering into Loralai city), and second

component starts after crossing Loralai city at RD 78+500 to RD 128+375. Thus the cumulative

length subject to implementation of rehabilitation and improvement works is 120 Km as

construction of Bypass for Loralai city area measuring 10 Km is not included in the proposed

Project. However, to facilitate trough connectivity, rehabilitation works on 1.9 Km city portion from

RD 67+900 (end point of section 1) to RD 69+800 i.e. Bacha Khan Chowk (meeting point with

existing bypass constructed by city government is part of project scope).

3. The existing Qila Saifullah-Loralai-Waigum Rud Section of N-70 road was 3.65 meter wide

a single lane carriageway. The proposed project civil works include, widening, improvement and

up gradation of the road with ancillary infrastructures, including construction of bridges and box

and pipe culverts according to the design. The project envisaged widening of this road section

upto 7.3 meters with two lane carriage way, 2.5 meters shoulders with 0.5 m rounding on each

side to accommodate the heavy traffic plying on N-70. The scope of work also includes

construction of 09 new bridges, rehabilitation of 05 existing bridges and rehabilitation/construction

of 264 culverts.

4. The project aimed to provide an improved basic infrastructure with international standards

to help improved inter provincial connectivity; improvement in living standards of en-route

inhabitants of the area; and safe and speedy road network to reduce transportation time and

costs. The improvement of this road section will provide an improved shortest route between

Punjab Province and the Baluchistan Province for increased trade through this corridor to and

forth from Gawadar port in Baluchistan.

5. The project is viewed as boosting economic growth and poverty reduction which will bring

substantial social and economic development in the project area. The social benefits arising due

to the project will be triggered off due to improved accessibility to various services such as easy

access to markets, health facilities, schools, workplace, etc. which in turn increases the income

of the locals, and ultimately elevating their standard of living.

6. Social Monitoring Semi-Annual Report for N-70 for the period July–December 2019 was

submitted to ADB and the report had been reviewed by Safeguard specialist and he commented
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that some things were missing which were addressed in the report and resubmitted to ADB.

Subsequently ADB cleared this report.

7. ADB required Social Monitoring Semi-Annual Report for the period January-June 2020 to

present updates on the two outstanding aspects relating to construction of Community Facilitation

Centers (CFCs) and of OSPF case (supreme court case). This Social Monitoring Semi-annual

Report for the period January-June 2020 provides details on the progress of construction of CFCs

and status of outstanding Supreme Court case.

2. PROGRESS UPDATE

8. Civil works on the project “Widening and Improvement of N–70 Road from Qila Saifullah

– Loralai – Waigum Rud Section (120 Km.) was completed substantially by end of September

2019 when the entire section was opened for the traffic. Most of the left over punch-list work

consisting of road marking and the ancillary work has also been completed in the reporting period.

9. Resettlement Plan for N-70 Qila Saifullah – Loralai – Waigum Rud Section (120 km) was

approved by ADB. Executing Agency has carried out social monitoring on the implementation of

Resettlement Plan (RP) in line with ADB’s Safeguards Policy Statement (SPS) 2009 during the

implementation of project. Social monitoring focused on assessment of resettlement impacts,

compensation payment to Displaced Persons (DPs) for their lost assets and measures applied to

minimize impacts on the livelihood of DPs. Social team collected quantities and qualitative date

through informal and formal consultation/interviews with DPs and other stakeholders. Monthly,

quarterly and semi-annual monitoring reports were prepared. Resettlement Plan of the project

has fully been implemented and reported to ADB. All the reports have been cleared by ADB.

10. Civil works of road section of N-70 has been completed in its entirety and no civil work is

left. RP is fully implemented. Grievance Redress Mechanism has also been implemented in true

letter and spirit. Hence project stands completed in all respects. The construction of Community

Facilitation Centers (CFCs) is in approval and bidding process and OSPF case (Supreme Court

case) is lined up in Supreme Court. The progress update on CFCs implementation and status of

court case is narrated in section 3 and 4 below.

3. CONSTRUCTION OF COMMUNITY FACILITATION CENTERS (CFCs)

11. N-70 passes through extremely remote areas where there are very few local markets,

hospitals and other necessary facilities for people residing in project area. Establishment of

Community Facilitations Centers (CFCs) was hence envisaged for use of commuters and local

community. It is a great initiative by the government for the locals to uplift their living standards.

Generally, people of remote areas are always deprived of basic needs pertaining to their

healthcare, education, livestock and other day to day requirements. These centers will provide

focal points to the local residents to facilitate them with provision of free excess for the marketing

of their agriculture produce (crops, fruits, and vegetables) and other products. These centers will

benefit women in economic empowerment as they may sell their handicrafts on reasonable prices

in these centers and even in nearby towns and cities. It was planned to provide basic health units

in these centers to provide medical facilities for local residents and especially for women. This
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facility will also be beneficial for the road travelers. On the whole these centers will benefit local

population in multiple ways in addressing their daily issues and meeting out economic needs.

12. It was observed during the previous semi-annual period that a very good coordination and

liaison with District Administration and other key stakeholders has been achieved in finalization

of the details of the Community Facilitation Centers (CFCs) on N-70. In this regard numbers of

meetings were held with District Government/Administration and other key stakeholders. General

Manager N-70 and Project Director N-70 have extended great support in achieving this

coordination. As a result District Administration provided free of cost land for construction of three

Community Facilitation Centers at Qila Saifullah – Loralai – Waigum Rud Section.

13. The construction sites for the two RUFCs are selected. The land on the selected sites is

designated by local administration and handed over to NHA for construction of two RUFCs. This

land is free from all encumbrances. There is no need of mutation of this land in the name of NHA

as the NHA after completion of construction will hand over these two RUFCs to local

administration for operation as well as for repair and maintenance. ADB’s Safeguard Policy

Statement (SPS) 2009 does not trigger as the land for RUFCs is a state land belonging to

government and no involuntary resettlement impacts are observed in this land. This land will be

utilized for construction of RUFCs which will benefit local people in generating economic activities

for enhancing their incomes.

14. Executing Agency planned to construct Community Facilitation Centers (CFCs) at various

reaches of highway with a purpose of provision of marketing, healthcare, education, livestock and

other day to day requirements. The detail designs of two Community Facilitation Centers (CFCs)

renamed as Road User Facilitation Centers (RUFCs) have been completed by the Supervision

Consultant (SC) and submitted to NHA. SC has also submitted PC-1 and bidding documents for

RUFCs to NHA. The construction of RUFCs will commence after completion of bidding process.

After Completion of RUFCs, these facilities will be handed over to the District Administrative for

repairing & maintenance purpose. District Administration has already designated land for

construction of RUFCs. The construction sites are selected and designated land has been

provided to NHA. The detail designs and PC-1 (with the cost of Rs. 178.745 million) of two RUFCs

submitted to NHA which is under process of approval. As per information sought from NHA

regarding status of approval of PC-1, the PC-1 is under review in Planning Section of NHA. After

approval of PC-1, procurement process will commence which would be completed in six month

time. The construction of these centers hence likely to commence early next year. The

construction will be completed in one year after award of work. The description and cost estimates

of three RUFCs are reflected below :

DESCRIPTION
SUBMITTED PC–1 COST (May, 2020)

(Rs. in Million)

2 Nos. RUFC on N-70

RUFC No. 01 at Km. 24+450 (R/S) 88.039

RUFC No. 02 at Km. 99+500 (R/S) 90.706

GRAND TOTAL COST 178.745
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4. OUTSTANDING OPSF CASE (SUPREME COURT CASE)

15. A complainant lodged a case in High Court that his land is acquired without paying any

compensation. NHA claims that his land situates in official RoW of NHA which was earmarked as

110 feet wide in cities/towns and 220 feet wide in rural areas. This RoW was confirmed by the

Senior Member Board of Revenue in year 2013. The NHA also claims that earlier the SMBR

Baluchistan confirmed the RoW as 110 feet wide in urban and 220 feet wide in rural areas. Later

on Deputy Commissioner (DC) Loralai has showed lesser RoW as per revenue record. The High

Court asked DC Loralai to present report on this matter. He submitted the report that as per

revenue record the RoW of road is 44 feet wide. The High Court decided the case against NHA

on November 15, 2018 on the basis of DC’s report. NHA filed appeal before Supreme Court of

Pakistan for review on this matter on November 15, 2018. The case is pending in Supreme Court

as no hearing is held so far. Hence, the matter relating to Supreme Court Case is pending. The

details of hearings and update on Court Case are given below.

Description Status

Number of Court Case One

Nature of Case Civil Land Issue / Settlement / Compensation

Number of Hearings at

High Court
Nine

Dates of Hearings at

High Court

Hearing 1 : May 17, 2018 Hearing 2 : June 07, 2018

Hearing 3 : June 12, 2018 Hearing 4 : July 19, 2018

Hearing 5 : August 16, 2018 Hearing 6 : September 09, 2018

Hearing 7 : September 25, 2018 Hearing  8 : October 22, 2018

Hearing 9 : November 15, 2018

Decision of High Court
The High Court on the basis of report furnished by Commissioner Zhob

rejected the objection served by NHA on November 15, 2018.

Appeal in Supreme

Court

NHA filed an appeal in Supreme Court of Pakistan on November 15,

2018 on the decision of High Court.

Present Status of

Appeal in Supreme

Court

No hearing has been held in Supreme Court so far. Case is under

process.

5. CONCLUSION

16. RP implementation is completed in the field with all compensations paid and livelihood

restoration / support measures implemented, and the issues raised during execution of civil works

are amicably resolved and people are compensated for their unanticipated losses. After full

implementation of RP, social monitoring stands complete and no further Semi-annual report will

be prepared. However, settling of outstanding OSPF case (Supreme Court Case) and the

construction and establishment of 02 RUFCs are two aspects still not reached to conclusion.
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17. Local administration has designated land for construction of 02 RUFCs and handed over

to NHA. This land is government owned state land and free of any encumbrance. ADB’s SPS

2009 does not trigger here since the land is state land and no involuntary resettlement is involved

on it. NHA is in the process of approval of PC-1 for construction of 02 RUFCs after approval of

PC-1, bidding process will be completed for award of work which is likely to be accomplished by

end of current year. The construction of 02 RUFCs will be completed in one year after award of

work. NHA will oversee the construction of these 02 RUFCs. These centers will be handed over

to District Administration after construction for operationalization with the responsibility of their

repair and maintenance.

18. NHA has appealed to the Supreme Court against the decision of High court in regard to

court case lodged by the complainant over his claims for compensation. The court case will

proceed further when Supreme Court will initiate hearing on the case. NHA will oversee follow up

on the court case.
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